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The requirements associated with modern furniture solutions in the health care and nur-

sing sectors are diverse:

 Space-saving storage space, which is both flexible and practical 

 Furniture that meets the strict criteria of hygiene and sterility 

 Secure storage for sensitive documents and items 

 Representative solutions for reception and waiting areas 

 Ideas to ensure a comfortable atmosphere in the room 

 Ergonomic equipment for offices and conference rooms

Specific needs that are just as variable and dynamic as your day-to-day work

This is why we are committed to continual observation and analysis of the current deve-

lopments, prerequisites and necessities, but above all, extensive exchange with those 

responsible from clinics, hospitals and care institutions. Our goal: C + P furniture solutions 

designed to make your day-to-day usage simpler, more efficient, and more comfortable.

Under this motto, we have been designing and creating furniture and complete project 

equipment for the hospital, clinic and care sector for 30 years - tried and tested with suc-

cess. 

Under this motto, we have been designing and creating furniture and comple-

DAILY USE MEANS FINDING THE RIGHT 
FURNITURE SOLUTION

C+P MÖBELSYSTEME

C + P – experienced part-

ners for specific require-

ments
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Storage solutions in clinics, hospitals and nursing homes not only need to provide suf-

ficient space for materials and equipment. At the same time, they are subject to the 

highest hygiene standards; especially in intensive care units, operating theaters or the 

infectious disease department. This calls for disinfectant resistance and easy handling.

Our PREFINO locker series is ideal here: Smooth internal and external cupboard walls 

make cleaning and decontamination easy. The zinc-plated and enamel-coated steel 

body also provides an added benefit in terms of hygiene. Inside and outside corner solu-

tions that fit exactly also ensure that the locker joints can be kept clean.

PREFINO also has the correct answer for the fresh laundry supply as well as for the 

handling of dirty laundry: from dispensing shelves for fresh laundry to the laundry coll-

ecting locker with throw-in and laundry bag. Practicable assembled box lockers round 

off this range of products.

PLENTY OF SPACE FOR MATERIAL 
AND EQUIPMENT - FUNCTIONAL AND 
SOPHISTICATED

Spacious and easy to 

clean

 LOCKER AND STORAGE SPACE
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Air disinfection using ultraviolet light has been used successfully in various areas for 

around 40 years. Microorganisms such as viruses, bacteria, yeasts or fungi are killed 

in seconds by UV radiation. 

We have utilized this proven technology to develop an innovative storage solution 

that meets the requirements of work environments with strict hygiene requirements. 

The UV-CLN+ locker offers sufficient space for storing work and personal clothing 

while simultaneously disinfecting the interior of the locker and a large portion of the 

clothing surface - wherever the radiation reaches - thanks to the integrated germici-

dal lamps.

Essentially, all of our storage solutions are ideally suited for use in the health care 

and nursing sector. Steel as a working material is easy to maintain and hygienic 

thanks to the smooth surfaces, while the closed profile makes the cupboards and 

lockers easy to clean.

THE UV-CLN+ LOCKER - THE 
INNOVATIVE COMBINATION FOR 
TOP PROTECTION

HYGIENIC STORAGE

Germ-free method of 

storing clothes
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Orderly, safe storage of consumables saves time and supports functional workflows. 

Our wing cabinets with viewing windows add a real bonus to your day-to-day wor-

king life.

The direct view means that you can save on time-consuming labeling systems, while 

at the same time automatically keeping more order in viewing window cabinets. 

A uniform, consistent sorting system ensures that training new colleagues is made 

much easier, and the time spent on tedious searches is significantly reduced. The 

clear division prevents multiple procurements. Any impurities are noticed more quik-

kly and can be removed. This results in more time for the work that’s really impor-

tant.

ORDERLY METHOD - KEEPING 
EVERYTHING IN VIEW

 LOCKER AND 

STORAGE SPACE

Orderly and comprehen-

sive storage of 

consumables
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The patient data required in the health care and nursing sector requires highly con-

fidential treatment. But sensitive data must also be stored to ensure it is inaccessible 

to the public in human resources, accounting or administration.

Flame-resistant steel C + P cupboards are used all over. These cupboards offer added 

break-in and fire protection, since they are non-combustible in accordance with DIN 

4102. They obtain special protection against burglary in connection with the 5-fold 

bolt lock system, a special safety lock.

SENSITIVE DATA AND OBJECTS SAFELY 
STORED AROUND THE CLOCK

BURGLARY AND 

THEFT PROTECTION

Flame-resistant and with 

a safety lock on request
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The principles of “Biophilic Design” are not only highly relevant when it comes 

to equipping offices, but can also be profitably used for designing public areas 

or conference rooms. Plants and water elements are optical highlights and also 

ensure a comfortable atmosphere in the room together with added privacy, all 

backed by increased well-being and more recreation.

Climate Office by C + P is an integrated and sustainable solution for climate 

control, air purification, acoustics, and greening. The use of plants, water and 

acoustically effective materials positively impacts noise levels, air quality, room 

temperature and relative humidity in the room.

ATMOSPHERE OF WELL-BEING FOR 
EMPLOYEES, PATIENTS AND VISITORS

Improved acoustics, air 

quality and atmosphere

PLANTS AND GREENERY
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Medical and nursing personnel along with administrative personnel in clinics, hospitals 

and nursing homes have to perform at their best on a regular basis. This makes an 

office space in which you feel at home all the more important

C + P furniture solutions for the office harmoniously combine the design of economic 

office spaces with a healthy, high-achieving working environment and also offer the fle-

xibility you need in modern everyday office life.

Receiving, welcoming, discussing brief points - contact points for visitors are ideal for 

efficient spontaneous communication while standing. Just as sophisticated are the ver-

satile solutions for table configuration (e.g. as a shop configuration) and for integrating 

current office technology for an optimal reach - which can always be selected from an 

attractive range of decor and materials.

IDEALLY SUITED FOR THE DEMANDING 
DAILY OFFICE ROUTINE

OFFICE FURNITURE

Ergonomic and variable
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Whether it’s conference rooms, waiting areas, office or social spaces - the need for 

chairs in the health care and nursing sector is just as great as it is versatile.

Chairs by C + P link optimal cost-effectiveness with fine design and great seating com-

fort. From the puristic skid-base chair to the stackable model on casters, these three 

characteristics run through the entire program.

Your C + P furniture consultant would be happy to advise you on selecting your ideal 

solution.

CHAIRS FOR OFFICES AND 

WAITING AREAS

CHAIRS FOR OFFICES AND 
WAITING AREAS

Wide range of models and 

high comfort
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As a full service provider, we place great importance on providing advice for planning, 

transport and installation of our products. We make sure that everything runs smoothly 

for you. But our job does not end once your selected solutions have been assembled. 

We always offer a seamless aftersales service as standard.

For you, this means: Absolute security in planning and implementation - whether in com-

plying with all essential directives or complying with special hygiene regulations.

We offer you the full range of services. 

One of which is our in-house logistics operations. Well-established and proven structures 

make us your fast and reliable supplier and service partner here too. This benefits you as 

a customer on the one hand, and our environment on the other.

WE’RE WITH YOU EVERY STEP OF THE 
WAY, FROM CONSULTATION TO PLAN-
NING, DELIVERY AND INSTALLATION

SERVICE

All from a single source
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SUSTAINABILITY

We have relied on steel for almost 100 years. In terms of ecology, steel is 100% recy-

clable; it can be melted down time and again without any loss of quality. This reduces 

the amount of energy required during production while significantly cutting carbon 

emissions. 

Steel furniture makes for especially durable everyday objects. A locker from C+P will 

generally provide many years of use before returning to the materials cycle.

For painting, we use a solvent-free immersion lacquering process in series production. 

Not only does this procedure produce zero emissions, solvent-free paint also requires a 

lower current level. This is another way in which we save energy.

Thanks to our internal logistics operation, we are able to deliver the majority of orders in 

fully assembled state, and without packaging – which significantly reduces unnecessary 

waste.

STEEL AS A MATERIAL: 
THE BASIS FOR ENVIRONMENTALLY 
SOUND FURNITURE

Recyclable and durable
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C +P Möbelsysteme GmbH & Co. KG

Boxbachstr. 1 · 35236 Breidenbach / Germany

Tel. +49 (0) 64 65 / 919-370 · Fax +49 (0) 64 65 / 919-379

E-Mail info@cp.de

Internet www.cp.de

C +P is a pioneer in sustainability and quality!

Our quality, environmental, and energy management has 

been certified by DMSZ (Deutsche Managementsystem 

Zertifizierungsgesellschaft) to ISO 9001, 14001, and 50001. 




